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You don’t just go to a gourmet restaurant to dine.

The high quality of the ingredients, the sophisticated presentation and the 
experimentation behind each dish presented transcend the simple act of 

eating, transforming the kitchen into a very high creative moment and a real 
work of art.

An experience that involves senses, such as taste, sight and smell.

Therefore the “duty” to create an equally elegant environment around such 
refined proposals is, in this case, perhaps even more important than 

elsewhere.

We therefore selected sober yet voluptuous and enveloping seats, uphol-
stered in precious leathers or velvets in bold colors and all combined with a 
table that, at its utmost simplicity, it combines two touches of metal giving it 

great personality

And last but not least OPTIONAL,  a dining table designed for the Hospitali-
ty sector, customizable with additional features
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RIACE table
https://architema.it/prodotto/riace-tv/

PUPA A  armchair
https://architema.it/prodotto/pupa-a/
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PUPA S  has been selected for the  EXECUTIVE SUITE at the 5* CONTINENTAL HOTEL in Oslo

SEE MORE about this project :
https://architema.it/prodotto/executive-suite-project/

PUPA A  armchair
https://architema.it/prodotto/pupa-a/

PUPA S dining chair
https://architema.it/prodotto/pupa-s/



MEETING armchair
https://architema.it/prodotto/meeting/
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RIACE TV  table
https://architema.it/prodotto/riace-tv/
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MEETING armchair has been customized for two MEETING ROOMS at the 5* CONTINENTAL HOTEL in Oslo

SEE MORE about this project :
https://architema.it/prodotto/meeting-room-project/

MEETING armchair
https://architema.it/prodotto/meeting/
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MICHETTA  armchair
https://architema.it/prodotto/michetta/

RIACE TV  table
https://architema.it/prodotto/riace-tv/



07MICHETTA  armchair
https://architema.it/prodotto/michetta/

MICHETTA  has been selected for the  BLUE RESTAURANT onboard CELEBRITY EDGE CRUISE SHIP

SEE MORE about this project :
https://architema.it/prodotto/blu-restaurant-project/

RIACE TV  table
https://architema.it/prodotto/riace-tv/
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NYC  armchair
https://architema.it/prodotto/nyc/

RIACE TV  table
https://architema.it/prodotto/riace-tv/



09NYC  armchair
https://architema.it/prodotto/nyc/

NYC has been selected for the CHIEF’S DINING ROOM onboard QUANTUM CLASS CRUISE SHIPS

SEE MORE about this project :
https://architema.it/prodotto/chiefs-dining-room/



RIACE A  armchair
https://architema.it/prodotto/riace-a/

RIACE TV  table
https://architema.it/prodotto/riace-tv/
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RIACE A  armchair
https://architema.it/prodotto/riace-a/

RIACE A has been selected for the BREAKFAST ROOM Iin a charming boutique hotel in Florence

SEE MORE about this project :
https://architema.it/prodotto/breakfast-room-project/
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FIORENZA armchair
https://architema.it/prodotto/fiorenza-a/

RIACE TV  table
https://architema.it/prodotto/riace-tv/
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FIORENZA  armchair has been selected for a MENSWEAR TAILOR’s  ATELIER in Naples

SEE MORE about this project :
https://architema.it/prodotto/tailor-shop-project/

FIORENZA A armchair
https://architema.it/prodotto/fiorenza-a/

FIORENZA IS ALSO AVAILABLE WITHOUT ARMRESTS
FIORENZA S side chair
https://architema.it/prodotto/fiorenza-s/
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OPTIONAL  
a very special table

The metal details create 
the natural gap to fold in 
the table runner and they 
offer an original support 
for the napkins
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The essetial design ma-
kes it suitable to any kind 
of seat
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The BUTLER accessory 
allows the support of 
decorative or useful ele-
ments 
A fully customizable 
table indeed

OPTIONAL  
a very special table
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useful MOODS to be used when you are planning a REFINED RESTAURANT 

BLACK & GRAY
https://architema.it/prodotto/black-gray/

AS GOOD AS GOLD
https://architema.it/prodotto/as-good-as-gold/

VARIATION ON NEUTRALS
https://architema.it/prodotto/variations-on-neutrals-red-and-white/
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good reasons to choose Architema

|1|  the expertise of someone who has been pro-
ducing furniture since 1973  
|2|  an eclectic collection of over 300 models
|3|  all customizable and   
|4|  entirely made in Italy
|5|  the know-how and the flexibility that have 
enabled us to work on very prestigious projects  
https://architema.it/product-category/projects/
and for important clients

https://youtu.be/Z7gtpt9kN9c
ENJOY THE VIDEO 5
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ARCHITEMA’S

BOOK

Visit our BOOK LOUNGE to download
our themed brochures

https://architema.it/book-lounge/

L O U N G E

AND...

by signing up to our NEWSLETTER you will
also receive our monthly publications 

https://architema.it/registration/
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CONTACT US 

ARCHITEMA s.r.l.
Via Risorgimento 89

20826 MISINTO (MB)
ITALIA

Ph +39 (0) 2 96320635
info@architema.it

WWW.ARCHITEMA.IT
https://architema.it


